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Recalculations of Long-Range van der Waals Potentials
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The long-range van der Waals forces between a particle and a conducting wall, and between
two polarizable particles are calculated including contributions from both electric and mag-
netic polarizabilities. The techniques applied here of using quantum zero-point energy
or semiclassical force and energy expressions have been used previously only for the case
of purely electrically polarizable particles. A particle with an induced magnetic dipole mo-
ment may be repelled from a conducting wall while one with an induced electric dipole moment
is attracted. The general retarded two-particle van der Waals potential obtained is identical
with that found by I'einberg and Sucher from dispersion-theoretic calculations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The retarded van der Waals force between two
neutral particles with nonvanishing electric po-
larizability was calculated by Casimir and Polder'
in 1948. More recently, Feinberg and Sucher'
have used dispersion theory to obtain expressions
for the general long-range van der Waals force
between two particles, including effects of both
electric and magnetic polarizability. In this paper,
we wish to show that the general expression may
also be obtained by natural extensions of tech-
niques previously used in recalculations of van
der Waals forces due to purely electric polariz-
ability —specifically, by the use of quantum zero-
point energy, ' and by the use of semiclassical en-
ergy expressions or of the Mmovell stress-energy
tensor. 4

In the original investigation of Casimir and
Polder, the motivation arose from the suggestion
of Overbeek' that the stability of lyophobic colloids
required that the long-range van der Waals forces
between neutral unpolarized particles should fall
off faster than the R '~ suggested by London's cal-
culation of the Coulomb contribution to the van der
Waals force. The direct physical application of
calculations of retarded van der Waals forces
seems to have become more remote with the pas-
sage of time. The attitude in the present account
is that it is interesting to see the consistency in
the widely differing approaches to the calculations
through electrodynamics.

In Sec. II, Casimir's zero-point energy approach
is employed as the basis for calculations. The
long-range force between a polarizable particle
and a conducting wall is found to be attractive for
an electrically polarizable particle but may be re-
pulsive for a magnetically polarizable one. Next
the general retarded potential of Feinberg and
Sucher is reproduced for two polarizable parti-
cles. In Sec. III a recalculation of the forces is
sketched based on Mmmell's stress-energy ten-

sor or, what is seen to be equivalent, on semi-
classical energy expressions.

II. CASIMIR'S METHOD: QUANTUM
ZERO-POINT ENERGY

Since we wish to obtain long-range electromag-
netic forces between objects, it is sufficient to
consider the interactions through the radiation
field. However, in noncovariant quantum field
theory, we may assign a zero-point energy —,'A(o

to each normal mode of frequency ar in the radia-
tion field. Thus the interaction between objects
may be understood as being due to a position-de-
pendent change in the natural frequencies co, and
the resultant change in the zero-point energy of
the electromagentic radiation field. The zero-
point energy of the system depending on the sepa-
ration R is the potential function U(R) for the long-
range force between two particles.

It is clear that with this point of view, we hope
to approach the calculation of potential functions
by way of changes in the frequencies of the nor-
mal modes. Now the frequencies of the quantum
radiation field are identical with those for the
corresponding classical field, and hence we may
compute the changes in frequencies due to the
position of objects in classical theory, and then

apply these frequency shifts to the quantum zero-
point energy. ' Specifically, let us consider a
cavity with conducting walls and a neutral polar-
izable particle. Before the particle is intro-
duced, the electric and magnetic fields of fre-
quency co are given by the real parts of

g (x, t)=E (x)exp(-i(u t),

KO (x t)=-WHO (x)exp(-iNOt)
0(0 0(d

and after the introduction of the particle, the fre-
quency of this mode is shifted to +0+ 6~ and the
fields are
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g (x, t)= [E (x)+ Z (x)]

xexp[- i(co + Ro)t],

~ (x, t)= —i[H (x)+H (x)]

xexp[- i((o + Rr)t].

Polarizable Particle and Conducting Wall

The style of calculation involved will be illus-
trated first by the evaluation of the force between
a conducting wall and a polarizable particle of
electric polarizability n and magnetic polar-
izability P. As indicated earlier, the potential
function is

The Mwcwell curl equations for (1) and (2) may
be combined to give

U(R) = Q—,
'

Rur —+2@@ (8)

5M» M» 54)»
curlE = = 8 +~8 +—8c

5(d» (d» 5QP»
curlH = — E +~D +—Dc ' c ' c

dropping the common subscript v on the fields.
Multiplying the first equation by Hp, the second
by Ep, adding and integrating over all space, we
have

(e(u/c) f (H,'+ E,'}d'x
= f (H, curlE, + Eo ~ curlH, )dsx

-(~,/c)f(H, i,+E, D, )dsx, (4)

where we have neglected the term involving the
product of 6v and the perturbing field as involving
second-order quantities. Now using the identity,

div(HO x E,+ Eo xH, }

Hp curlEy + Ey curlHp

Ep curlHj + Hy curlEp,

If the fields E, and H, do not change significantly
over the dimensions of the particle, (i.e. , for
wavelengths significantly longer than the dimen-
sions of the particle), then we may approximate
the right-hand side in terms of the value of the
fields at the centers of the particles and the total
dipole moments so that

—5~/~, = 4v(E, ~ P+8, ~ M)/f (E,'+ H, ')d'x

= 4v(~Z, '+ Pe,'}/f (Z,'+ e,')d'x, (7)

where e and P are the electric and magnetic po-
larizabilities, respectively. The Eq. (7) is the
desired approximate connection between the
classical unperturbed fields and the shift in fre-
quency 5~.

to transform the first term on the right, again
using Mmovell's equations for the unperturbed
fields assuming there are no free charges or cur-
rents, Eq. (4) becomes

6&vf (Jf,'+ E,')d'x

= —(oo fd x[HO. (8, —H, )+ED (E, -D,)].
(8)

which is the difference in zero-point energy of
the electromagnetic radiation field when the parti-
cle is a distance R from the wall and when the
particle is a large distance from the wall. Since
both the sums give formally divergent series, we

will introduce a cutoff in the wavelength, for ex-
ample the cutoff function exp(- Xa&/c), and will
allow X-0 at the end of the calculation. Now

since an examination of Eq. (7) indicates that
6~g and 5~ average to the same value for high
frequencies, and also

(~} -=(~,+.6ur) =constx(~, ),
we may by redefining X employ the cutoff
exp(- X&@,/c). But then this allows us to subtract
term by term in the summations of (8) giving

U(R) = Q-,'a'(5(o —Ro ) exp(- X(o /c). (9)

We will omit the exponential cutoff in all expres-
sions until the final evaluation of integrals where
its smoothing is required. We should remark
that physically there is no occasion for a cutoff.
The polarizability of a particle becomes vanish-
ingly small as the frequency increases. Equiv-
alently, the approximation used in Eq. (7}that
the wavelength of the unperturbed radiation is
long compared to the dimensions of the particle
breaks down as the frequencies ~ increase. How-

ever, it is interesting to see that the result of

Eq. (9) is independent of any cutoff, and in effect
it is only the longer wavelengths which contribute
to the potential function so that it is appropriate
to regard & and P as constants corresponding to
the static polarizabilities.

For a cubic box of length 1., the unperturbed
fields are
E „=const[is (k, A)cosk xsink ysink z

OmA x Z

+jq (k, X) sink xcosk y sink z
x g z

+he (k, X)sink xsink ycosk z], (10}
z x p z

H =k VxE0

with kx=la/L, ky=mn'/L', kz =nv/L, l, m, n,
integers. The waves are transverse, k ~ e (k, A.}
= 0; and the polarization vectors are normalized,

e (k, X) e (k, X ') = 5 „,.
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When we substitute these expressions into Eq. (V),
we will find terms which are squares of sines and
cosines. In the case where the argument is not
kxR, with R the distance of the particle to the
wall of the cube taken at x=p, the argument will
be rapidly varying with k since it will involve a
large distance and hence the function averages to

Thus maintaining the explicit sin' or cos'
terms only for argument k~R, Eq. (9) becomes

functions in the x direction of 5~
Carrying out the polarization sums in X with

2

Q q 2(k, y)= i k '/k'
1

X X

2
[k xs(k, X)] '= k' —k ',

X X

U(R) =-—kc Z,
g

o.[e '(cos'k R ——,')

(i') '
+(e +e ')(sin k R ——,')] +P — (sin'k R —~)x

(kxi) '+(kxl) '
+ 2,COSQ R ——

~ 12

with the first contribution from the electric po-
larizability and the second from the magnetic.
The initial minus sign comes from the sign of
Eq. (7) and the factor of 2V/8 from the integral
in the denominator. The factor of 4 in the denom-
inator arises from the (—,')' contributions of sin'
and cos' functions in the y and z directions, while
the subtractions of —,

' come from the sin' and cos'

noting the equations for the transverse character
and normalization, and using the trigonometric
half-angle formulae, the expression becomes

U(R)=
" ' (n-)0 5 (

"
cosmic Rl . (14)

k

For a large normalization box, we may replace
the sum by an integral. Casimir' has indicated
how to evaluate the expression, and we will pro-
vide some detail later in the case of two particles.
The result here is

U(R) = —(3/8v)(kc/R') (o.'—io.

Thus if the polarizabilities are both positive, the
electric polarizability gives an attraction of the
particle toward the wall, but the magnetic polar-
izability causes repulsion.

Two Polarizable Particles

We now turn to the long-range potential between two neutral polarizable particles. The style of calcu-
lation parallels that given above for a particle and conducting wall. We consider the situation of a con-
ducting cavity containing particle A into which we introduce particle B. The second particle shifts the
frequencies of the normal modes of oscillation of the electromagnetic radiation, and hence changes the
quantum zero-point energy g —,'hv. The potential function for the long-range force between the particles
is given by the change in this zero-point energy.

The unperturbed fields required in our analysis are now

h '(x, t ) = [pF —n(n ~ p)G]exp(- i~t),
p(d

h (x, t) = [E (x)+ E '(x)]exp(- i&et), X (x, t) = —i[HO (x)+H '(x)]exp(- i~t), (i6)

where here Ep~, Hp~ stand for the free fields in the cavity and E~', H ' correspond to the fields radiated
by the induced electric and magnetic dipoles of particle A. The system corresponds to a closed universe
in which there are standing waves, and hence we must take the average of the retarded and advanced radi-
ated waves. Thus owing to an electric dipole pexp(-isn't), the fields are

R;M'( t)=i(nxp)Iexp(-i~t), (iv)

with I= k'[sinkr/kr+ coskr/(kr)'], F= k'[coskr/kr sinkr/(kr)' —c—oskr/(kr)'],
(is)

G = k'[coskr/kr 3sinkr/(kr)' ——3 coskr/(kr)'] .
The contributions from a magnetic dipole m are found by substituting in the above equation p -m, E -H,
H —E.

Again in obtaining the potential U(R), we are dealing with divergent series for which we introduce a
cutoff exp(- A~/c). In the present case, the change in frequencies Ro due to the interactions between the
two particles averages to zero in v and vanishes as R -~. The shift in frequencies related to attractions
to the walls mere seen to go to a common value mhich was a multiple of the frequency mo of the normal
modes in the empty box. Hence we may again redefine the cutoff parameter X, use a cutoff function
exp(- 4o,/c), and subtract frequencies under the summation sign. As we have noted, 5v arising from
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the interaction of particles vanishes. Using Eq. (7) with the fields having subscripts zero there standing
for the unperturbed fields with subscripts u in Eg. (16), we have for the two-particle potential

V(R)=Q—16(o = ——Icg {o. [E (x )+E '(x )]'+P [H (x )+H '(x )]'].
7

—(interaction of particle B and wall)

g k[oB2E (x ) E '(x )+P 2H (x ) H '(x )],

keeping terms to first order in the dipole fields and removing the particle-wall potential found in the pre-
vious calculation.

)

Substituting for the radiated fields from Eqs. (7) and (8) with the induced dipoles given to lowest order
by

p=o. E (x ), m= —iP H (x ), (20)

and assuming the particles both lie along the x axis a distance R apart, the potential becomes

U(R) = Q {e o. [E (x ) ' E (x )kF —E (x )E (x )kG]

—n P E (x ) [ixH (x )]kI-P n H (x ) [ixE (x ))kI

+P P [H (x ) ~ H (x )kF-H (x ) ~
H~ (x )kG]].

Now the expressions (10), (11) are substituted for the fields in the empty cavity. For example,

(21)

E (x ) E (x )=e 'cosk (x +R)cosk x sin'k y sin'k z =8e '(k, X)cosk R,
Ocox B Ocox A. x x A xA yA zA 'x x ' (22)

where we have replaced sin', cos', and sinx cos functions not involving the distance R by their average
values. Performing analogous simplifications for the remaining terms,

V(R)= Q (o. o. +P P )[kF —e '(k, X)kG]cosk R+(o. P +o. P )kI —sink R . (23)

It is worth remarking that although the original formulation of the problem was asymmetric between
particles A and B, the potential has now been brought into a symmetric form as must be the case.

The polarization sum may be evaluated by again noting Eq. (13). Assuming the enclosing box used for
the "universe" is quite large, the sum over k may be replaced by an integral , (V/r') f—d'k We ch. ange
to polar coordinates and carry out the angular integrations,

)
hc 6 sin2kR 2 cos2kR S sin2kR 6 cos2kR 3 sin2kR

B A B v (kR)' (kR)' (kR) (kR) (kR)

—(n p +n p )— sin 2kR cos 2' sin2AR
(kR)' (kR)' (kR)4

(24)

At this point, we reintroduce the exponential cutoff function mentioned in connection with Eq. (19). The
integrals may be calculated easily. For example,

f d ki sa ne k(x-pX )=kIm J dkexp[(-X+ia)k]= —Im(- X+ia) '-a ', as X 0. (as)

(26)

Evaluating the remaining integrals analogously with the use of partial integrations, we arrive at the re-
sult,

II(R)=[ 23(n ~ +P P-)+V(n P +n P )]nc/4''.

This expression is identical with that obtained by Feinberg and Sucher from dispersion-theory techniques.
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III. SEMICLASSICAL METHODS
OF CALCULATION

It has been pointed out, ' that noncovariant free-
field quantum electrodynamics is equivalent to
classical electrodynamics on which there is su-
perimposed a random walk in the normal coordi-
nates of the field. This understanding emphasizes
the possibility of using traditional classical meth-
ods in electromagnetic theory with a final aver-
aging suitable for the random walk. In a calcu-
lation of the quantum electromagnetic attraction
between bvo conducting parallel plates, it was
shown that it is perfectly feasible and sometimes
not inconvenient to use the Mwnvell stress-energy
tensor for the evaluation of these quantum forces.
As a further reminder of this approach, we will
show that the same techniques may be applied
here.

The force on an object in classical electromag-
netic theory is given by the relation

„—(P „. +P. )=(don ~ T,mechanical field (27)

with S a surface surrounding the object and where
T is the Maxwell stress-energy tensor

T = [EE+HH —
2 I (E +H')]/4w. (28)

In the present case, we may take the surface S as
a sphere immediately surrounding a particle.
Just as in Sec. II, the electric and magnetic
fields may be regarded as given by an unperturbed
part and a part due to the perturbation of the fields
on introducing the particle on which we wish to
compute the force. The perturbing field will be
given by the (near-field) dipole field due to the
polarized particle. Under the assumption that the
particle dimension is small compared to the wave-
length of the standing waves, the unperturbed
field at the surface s may be expanded about the
center of the particle as

terms in the perturbation, this gives

E= —ng ~ ~ g —PX ~ 3C0 0 i 0'

7= —V(-,' n g, ~ g, + -,
'

P36, ~ 36,).

(31)

(32)

8o(x, t) 2 —") j„-„(t=2q~(x),
k, X

4~ '~'
X (x, t)=-c Q — q- (t)Vxf- (x), (34)0 ' P kA.

where the fky(x) are functions satisfying

—curlcurlf +k f =0, (35)

with nx fky=0 on the walls of the enclosure. For
the normalizations indicated, the average values
or expectation values for treatments regarding
the q and q as subject to a random walk or as
quantum operators, respectively, are

At this point, we may introduce the expressions
for the fields and arrive at the force obtained
from the potentials (15) and (26). Alternatively,
we may note that the force of Eq. (32) is obtained
from the potential

U(R) = -2' n g, g, + -2' PX, ~ K, + const, (33)

and may substitute into this expression. Thus in
the present case, the use of the Maxwell stress-
energy tensor is merely a long way of arriving
at the classical energy expression. In the calcu-
lation of the force between two conducting parallel
plates, no expression comparable to (33) is avail-
able and the use of the stress-energy tensor rep-
resents the only obvious semiclassical approach.

In the following evaluation of the potential (33),
we may regard the fields equally well as classical
fields subject to a random walk or as quantum
fields. Free electromagnetic fields in an enclo-
sure with conducting walls are given by'

g, (x, t)= g, (x„t)+~(n &,)g,(x„t), (29)

where x is the radius of the spherical surface S
and n the outward pointing normal. Then sub-
stituting into Eq. (27) and easily carrying out the
integrals of the form

(36)

Returning to substitute these expressions into
(33) for U(R),

/don n , g do.n..n. n n'
S j' S j kl U(&) =

2 ~ Z Z &qh~(t)qh ~.(t))

we obtain precisely the expected classical re-
sult,

F.= —p'~ 8 —m ~. X,
z i 0 i 0' (30)

for the force on a dipole in an inhomogeneous
electromagnetic field. Remembering that the
dipoles are induced, and dropping higher-order

xf- (x) ~ f-, (x)

+
2

c'
y Q Q (qkq(t)qk, ~,(t))'kkkX

x [curl f (x) curl f, ,(x)] + const
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=—Sc Qk (rf„-~(x) ~ f„- (x)
kA.

+—curl f (x) ~ curl f (x))+ cccul. ($7)

But fk &(x ) is exactly what has been called the
unperturbed E0 (x) in Sec. II and

curlfk&(x) =kR (x).

Hence we recognize that E(I. (37) is exactly

U(R) =Z 2 5 Rf) +const, (38)

where Rf) is given by E(I. (7). The analysis now

coincides exactly with that given in Sec. II. For
a single particle and a conducting wall, the un-
perturbed fields are the free electromagnetic
fields in vacuum, E(ls. (10) and (11). For two
particles, the second particle is the perturbing
particle and the unperturbed field is the free
electromagnetic field together with the field
radiated by the first particle.

IV. SUMMARY

The long-range van der Waals force between
two polarizable particles has been computed by
at least four distinct methods. The earliest
method, that of Casimir and Polder, obtained
the force between electrically polarizable parti-
cles using quantum-electromagnetic perturba-
tion theory. Feinberg and Sucher obtained the
general expression for the retarded van der Waals
force from an entirely different approach through
dispersion theory. The use of quantum zero-point
energy, which has been extended in the present
paper, was discovered by Casimir when search-
ing for an explanation of the simplicity of the
perturbation theory results. Finally, we have
seen that the semiclassical use of the Mmavell
stress-energy tensor or dipole energy expres-
sions may be made the basis for the general cal-
culation of these quantum forces.
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